A key research challenge in robotics is to design robotic systems with the cognitive capabilities necessary to support human–robot interaction. These systems will need to have appropriate representations of the world; the task at hand; the capabilities, expectations, and actions of their human counterparts; and how their own actions might affect the world, their task, and their human partners. Cognitive human–robot interaction (HRI) is a research area that considers human(s), robot(s), and their joint actions as a cognitive system and seeks to create models, algorithms, and design guidelines to enable the design of such systems. Core research activities in this area include the development of representations and actions that allow robots to participate in joint activities with people; a deeper understanding of human expectations and cognitive responses to robot actions; and, models of joint activity for human–robot interaction. This chapter surveys these research activities by drawing on research questions and advances from a wide range of fields including computer science, cognitive science, linguistics, and robotics.

When people interact with each other, they draw on mental models of themselves, of their interaction partners, of the immediate context of the interaction, and of their broader physical, social, and cultural context. These models help them predict the actions of their interaction partners and make decisions about their own actions. To effectively interact with people, robots need similar models that help them determine their own actions and predict the actions of their users. Cognitive human–robot interaction (HRI) is a research area that seeks to improve interactions between robots and their users by developing cognitive models for robots and understanding human mental models of robots.

A central tenet of cognitive HRI is that humans, robots, and the context of their interaction form a complex cognitive system situated in the real world. A key research activity in the field involves the development of frameworks to represent this system [71.1–3]. This activity is informed primarily by research in cognitive science that develops frameworks to represent human cognitive systems. These frameworks include physical symbol systems [71.4], situated actions [71.5, 6], and those that combine symbolic and situated perspectives.
such as activity theory [71.7] and distributed cognition [71.8]. While the discussion on what framework best represents HRI as a cognitive system is ongoing, research in cognitive HRI involves the development of both symbolic and situated representations. More specifically, research activities in this area include (also illustrated in Fig. 71.1):

1. **Human models of interaction**: Building an understanding of people’s mental models of robots, how people perceive robots and interpret their actions and behaviors, and how these perceptions and interpretations change across contexts and user groups.

2. **Robot models of interaction**: The development of models that enable robots to map aspects of the interaction into the physical world and develop cognitive capabilities through interaction with the social and physical environment.

3. **Models of HRI**: Creating models and mechanisms that guide human–robot communication and collaboration, action planning, and model learning.

This chapter surveys existing efforts in these research areas, drawing on research questions and advances from a wide range of fields including robotics, cognitive science, and linguistics.

### 71.1 Human Models of Interaction

Robots are expected to increasingly enter everyday environments – outside of factories and laboratories – including homes [71.9, 10], offices [71.11], and classrooms [71.12, 13]. In these contexts, robots will need to coexist and collaborate with a wide variety of users, such as children and the elderly, many of whom will not be technically trained. Accordingly, there is a growing research emphasis in cognitive HRI on identifying the mental models people use to make sense of emerging robotic technologies and investigating people’s reactions to the appearance and behaviors of robots. This research aims not only to improve the ease of use of robots by designing them to fit human mental models, but also to gain new insights about human cognition and behavior. With the latter goal in mind, researchers also use robots to embody specific theories of human cognition that are then evaluated through HRI studies.

#### 71.1.1 Mental Models of Robots

Research in human–computer interaction has shown that people’s attitudes and behaviors toward digital technologies often follow the social rules established in human–human interaction [71.14]. It is reasonable to expect that people will similarly interpret the interactive behaviors of robots in social ways. Cognitive HRI researchers continue to investigate the extent to and conditions in which this maxim applies to HRI as they use their understanding of human social cognition to develop robotic platforms adapted to users’ expectations and behaviors. In the process of evaluating such robotic platforms, researchers explore people’s mental models of robots and identify areas in which users’ expectations and understandings of robots may not be born out by the robot’s appearance or behavior in ways detrimental to the HRI experience. Knowing which mental models people are using to interpret robot behavior not only helps roboticists to understand HRI more deeply, but also helps them in designing appropriate behaviors for the robot.

#### Models Ascribed to Robots

Extensive research by Turkle et al. [71.15, 16] examines how people, including children and older adults, make sense of their novel interactions with social robots such as Kismet, Cog, PARO, Furby, and My Real Baby.
These studies show that people apply a variety of mental models relating to animacy, sociality, affect, and consciousness to explain their experiences and emerging relationships with robots. Some research participants approached robots in a scientific-exploratory mode, interpreting a robot’s actions in an emotionally detached and mechanistic manner. Others took a relational-animistic approach, investing in the interactions emotionally and treating robots as if they were living beings, such as babies or pets. The ways in which participants described the robots verbally did not always fit with the way in which they interacted with them – a person who says the robot is only a mechanical thing may still act toward the robot in a nurturing manner, such as soothing a crying My Real Baby [71.16, p. 118]. This corresponds to previous findings in human–computer interaction (HCI) which suggest that people mindlessly apply social characteristics to computers [71.17]. Field studies with the seal-like robot PARO have shown that robots can also act as evocative objects that spark reflections on previous relationships and events (e.g., with a grandchild, spouse, or pet), which users then use to make sense of their interactions with the robots [71.18, 19].

In addition to identifying the mental models people use to interpret their experiences with robots, researchers study the effects from deliberately incorporating specific social schemas into robot design. Anthropomorphism, or the attribution of human characteristics to nonhuman (e.g., animal or artifact) behavior, is an interpretive schema that has been of particular interest to HRI researchers. Some scholars, such as Nass and Moon [71.17], critique anthropomorphic explanations as false and misleading. Others, including Duffy [71.20] and Kiesler et al. [71.21], suggest that the deliberate use of anthropomorphism can benefit social robot design by taking advantage of people’s propensity to interpret events and other agents socially to make robot behaviors more understandable to users. This interpretation raises the question of which characteristics of the robot or the interaction are instrumental in inciting people to anthropomorphize robots and has inspired researchers to study a variety of socio-cultural cues, behaviors, and task contexts. Kiesler et al. [71.21] showed that people anthropomorphize a physically embodied robot more readily than an on-screen agent, and people behave in a more engaged and socially appropriate manner while interacting with the co-present robot. People also anthropomorphize robots they interact with directly more than they do with robots in general, and with robots that follow social conventions (e.g., polite robots) more than those that do not [71.22]. The personal characteristics, such as personality, of the human interaction partner can also affect their mental models of robots. For example, users with low emotional stability and extraversion scores were found to prefer mechanical-looking robots to human-like ones [71.23].

As might be expected, a robot’s human-like appearance can have a positive effect on people’s propensity to anthropomorphize [71.25]. Obversely, too high a level of human-likeness may place the robot in the uncanny valley [71.26]. The uncanny valley refers to a dip in the hypothetical nonlinear graph describing the relationship between a robot’s human-likeness and a human’s emotional response to it, suggesting that a robot with a very high degree of human-likeness coupled with some remaining nonhuman qualities will make users uncomfortable. This hypothesized effect essentially describes what happens when a person’s mental model of the robot as human is not born out by its interactive capabilities. Various cognitive aspects of this hypothesis have been studied, suggesting that the construct is multidimensional [71.27, 28] rather than two-dimensional (2-D), as depicted by Mori [71.26]. Furthermore, research suggests that the mismatch between different dimensions, rather than any quality alone, can cause a dissonance that leads to people’s discomfort with robots. MacDorman et al. [71.24] show that incongruencies between a robot’s appearance and movement can diminish anthropomorphic attributions (Fig. 71.2). A similar result was found by Saygin et al. [71.29], who used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to show that the human action perception system made distinctive responses to the mismatch between the level of human-likeness of a robot’s appearance and motion but not to appearance or motion alone. Mismatches in the human- or robot-like qualities of an on-screen robot’s voice and appearance were also shown to heighten people’s sense of the character’s eeriness – people found
both a robot with a human voice and a human with a robot voice to be creepy [71.30].

**Mental Models in Robot Design**

Researchers may deliberately include specific anthropomorphic schemas to promote user behaviors that aid robots in performing their tasks. One common example is the use of the *baby schema* – a soft round appearance, large eyes, and proto-verbal utterances – in Kismet [71.31] (Fig. 71.4), Muu [71.32] (Fig. 71.3), and Infanoid [71.33] to encourage people to anthropomorphize robots. This schema is also useful in that it can incite people to behave in a nurturing manner toward robots in the interest of scaffolding the robots’ learning in a way similar to infant–parent interactions. A robot’s *perceived* gender can also have an effect on people’s mental models of the robot’s knowledge of certain topics; for example, in one study a female robot was expected to be more knowledgeable about dating than a male robot [71.34]. While certain mental models become operational as soon as a person starts interacting with a robot (e.g., gender, age, human-likeness), people can adapt their mental models of a robot’s capabilities when given additional information about the robot’s personal characteristics, such as the robot’s country of origin or the language it speaks [71.35].

*Goetz* et al. [71.36] showed that matching a robot’s *personality* to the task it is supposed to perform can have a significant effect on its efficacy: people were more responsive to a robot that had a serious, rather than an entertaining, demeanor when its job was to motivate them to exercise. Also focusing on *task models* in HRI, *Lee* et al. [71.37] showed how people use their existing utilitarian and relational models of service to set expectations for their interactions with a service robot. These models also affected the preferred ways in which the robot should make up for any mistakes it makes in service – people with a utilitarian mental model of service preferred to receive compensation, while those with a relational model responded well to an apology.

As interactive robots are developed and used all over the world, researchers have also started exploring how *cultural models* [71.38] affect people’s perceptions of and interactions with robots. Social and behavioral norms are culturally variable, so we can expect users’ understanding and adoption of socially interactive robots to differ accordingly. Cross-cultural research in HRI largely supports this expectation. *Evers* et al. [71.39] showed that users from China and the US respond differently to robots. Further research by *Wang* et al. [71.40] suggests that specific cultural models regarding communication norms, particularly explicit and implicit modes of communicating information and intent to interaction partners, affect people’s perceptions of a robot’s trustworthiness and its in-group membership. Researchers have also shown that roboticists themselves use cultural models unintentionally in their work, including particular models of emotional display [71.41], and cultural models reflecting historical, theological, and popular perceptions of robotic technology [71.42]. Research on cultural models in HRI not only points to the importance of reflexively including such models in robot design, but also allows researchers to do systematic research on culturally situated cognition using robots as stimuli.

Research on mental models applied to interactive robots has not only shown that people use their existing mental models to make sense of these novel artifacts, but also that we may need new *ontological*...
categories to accommodate emerging mental models of these entities [71.16, 43]. Kahn’s et al. [71.44] studies of children’s moral interpretations of interactions with an AIBO robot showed that their mental models of the robots included rationalizations and behaviors related to both inanimate and animate objects. Turkle [71.45] suggests that interactive robots co-opting relational feelings and responses normally reserved for animals and humans call into question the authenticity of relationships. Further, Turkle [71.45] suggests that a more sophisticated new notion of autonomous yet inanimate artifacts has become necessary. Both researchers have suggested that interactive robots might comprise a new ontological category, and that we also need to be conscious of the ways in which interactions with these artifacts affect our mental models of animate beings.

### 71.1.2 Social Cognition

The development of robots that can interact naturally with humans calls for the detailed study of social activity and the cognitive models that underly such activities. Scassellati [71.46] argues that robots can help us study the limits of human social cognition because they are not alive, yet they can behave in socially appropriate (or inappropriate) and evocative ways. Robots that incorporate social cues such as gaze, proximity, and facial expressions, push our Darwinian buttons [71.16, p. 8] and effectively coerce us into interacting with them socially. Studying which cues have these effects is an opportunity to learn more about human social cognition and improve robot design.

Researchers studying the social aspects of cognitive HRI are identifying the minimal cues robots need to evoke social responses from people, including those related to robotic embodiment, gaze, proxemic cues, and interaction rhythms. Current research is also focused on applying and evaluating different models of cognition in the context of HRI. Robots can be unprecedented experimental tools for the study of social cognition. They can be used to provide stimuli in experiments and field studies, since their actions and behaviors can be carefully controlled, finely tuned and varied, and repeated exactly and indefinitely, which is often challenging even for well-trained human confederates [71.47, 48]. Furthermore, robots do not have difficulty acting unnaturally (e.g., not reacting to other person’s cues) or violating social norms (e.g., being rude) when needed, a source of potential stress in human researchers [71.49].

**Minimal and Human-Like Cues in HRI**

One approach to studying social cognition has been to try to isolate the minimal set of cues that evoke social responses and perceptions from human interaction partners. The creators of Muu followed a minimal design strategy [71.32], using cartoons and children’s drawings to develop a robot that can be communicatively engaging to people without relying on overt human-likeness. Kozima et al.’s [71.50] Keepon was designed to include characteristics common to living beings, such as lateral symmetry and two eyes, which are assumed to be important for social interaction (Fig. 71.5). The robot also performs fundamental social behaviors, such as joint attention, eye contact, and emotional expression through bodily posture and movement and using only four degrees of freedom (Fig. 71.6). These minimal cues have been shown to be sufficient for engaging children in short-term interaction in the lab and long-term interaction in more natural environments, such as a classroom [71.50].

Studies with minimalist robots have also underscored the effect of social context in people’s interpretations of robots. Field studies with Keepon in an elementary school showed that children incorpo-
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Androids can be used to investigate human cognition analytically as well as synthetically (after [71.51])

An alternative approach to the study of social cognition through HRI focuses on human-like realism in appearance and behavior and is proposed by Ishiguro [71.47] and MacDorman and Ishiguro [71.48]. They claim that androids – robots that bear a close and sometimes uncanny resemblance to humans (Fig. 71.7, for example) – are unprecedented test beds for the study of social cognition. Used as stand-ins for humans in this android science, robots have a twofold function as experimental tools for evaluating hypotheses about human perception, cognition, and interaction, and as a testing ground for various cognitive models (Fig. 71.8). Using an android platform, Ishiguro [71.55] showed the importance of micro movements as a cue that incites people to attribute human-likeness to a robot in short (1–2 s) interactions. Another topic of continuing investigation is the possibility of simulating the personal presence of a remote actor in the local environment using an android platform [71.56, 57]. Shimada et al. [71.58] showed that people evaluated an android as more likable when it mimics them in a way similar to the chameleon effect that occurs when two people interact. MacDorman and Ishiguro [71.48] suggested that such androids can be used in research relating to a number of current topics of interest in cognitive science, including the mind-body problem, nature versus nurture, rationality and emotion in human reasoning, and the relationship between social interaction and internal cognitive mechanisms.
Embodied Social Cues

Embodiment separates robots from other interactive digital technologies and has been investigated through studies comparing how people interpret and act toward robots that are physically co-present with them and on-screen robots or social agents. Wainer et al.’s [71.59] comparison of people’s interactions with an embodied robot and a simulated robot, and a co- and tele-present found that people were more engaged with, behaved more appropriately to, and anthropomorphized a colocated robot more than a tele-present robot. People interacting with an embodied robot have also shown tendencies to issue more commands than those interacting with a simulated robot [71.60]. The social effect of embodiment in HRI was further confirmed by Bainbridge’s et al. [71.61] study showing that people are more likely to comply with requests made by an immediately present robot rather than requests made by a remote robot communicating with them through a television screen. These converging results strongly suggest that a robot’s embodied presence has a significant cognitive effect on people’s social responses to the robot. The embodied nature of robots also enables the study and use of various other social cues, including proxemic behaviors, gaze, and interaction rhythms, in HRI. A more detailed review of embodied social cues is provided by Mutlu [71.62].

Proxemic behaviors [71.63], the study of which is enabled by the embodied nature of robots, not only have a significant effect on people’s perceptions of and behaviors toward robots, but have also been used as a measure of people’s perceptions of robots as social agents. Takayama and Pantofaru [71.64] found that prior experience with pets and robots decreased the distance at which people felt comfortable around robots. Individual traits such as gender and personality also affect people’s preferences regarding the distance at which they are comfortable with a robot approaching them [71.64, 65]. Proxemic behavior can be related to other social cues in complex ways. For example, Mumm’s and Mutlu’s [71.66] study showed that people will compensate for the intense gaze in their direction of a robot they do not like by moving away from the robot (Fig. 71.9). While most studies of proxemic systems have been done in the laboratory, recent work is also investigating more natural interactions between humans and robots in open environments [71.67].

Gaze is an important cue in human–human interaction and is also one of the most studied nonverbal social cues in HRI [1913]. People use many such seemingly unintentional, unconscious, and automatic nonverbal cues as clues regarding the mental states and intentions of other actors, including robots. Gaze has been shown to be useful for communicat-
to develop detailed micro-behavioral gaze models that can guide robot behaviors as well as be used to understand human intentions and behaviors in the course of collaborative activities. A recent study by Admoni et al. [71.75], contrary to the assumption that anthropomorphic robots engage us automatically in much the same way we are engaged by people, shows that robot gaze is not necessarily treated by people in the same automatic way that human gaze is treated; we do not, therefore, necessarily perceive robots as social in an automatic and mindless way.

Interaction rhythms – nonverbal and largely unconscious temporal coordination between partners in an interaction – enable the exchange of information, anticipation of the interaction partner’s actions, and even positive evaluations of interaction among humans as a fundamental subscript of all human interaction [71.76–78]. The rhythmicity of interaction is therefore also a crucial factor in HRI, both in terms of developing robots that can perceive and respond to people’s rhythmicity, and of understanding how people react to the temporal aspects of robot behaviors. Michalowski et al. [71.79] used a dancing robot to explore the rhythmic properties of social interaction and showed that children were more likely to interact with a robot that was synchronized to background music rather than one that was not, and that the children’s own rhythmic behavior was influenced by the robot’s rhythmicity. In further research, Michalowski et al. [71.80] suggest that rhythmic interaction can be used as a form of play between children and robots, and that following the robot’s lead in rhythmic entrainment with music causes children to attend more closely to musical rhythm. Avrunin et al. [71.81] found that simple changes in a robot’s rhythmic dancing behavior, such as variation of motions, flaws in the robot’s synchrony with music, and coordination of behavior changes with musical dynamics, increased people’s perceptions of the robot’s lifelikeness. Hoffman and Breazeal [71.82] used the temporal patterns of interaction – its rhythms – to develop robotic systems that can anticipate a human partner’s actions in collaborative tasks, such as AUR, a robotic desk lamp, and Shimon, a marimba playing robot [71.83] (VIDEO 236). Along with improving HRI, the use of robots in studying the rhythmic properties of interaction provides a new tool for cognitive science research on these subtle, fine grained, and unconscious social cues.

**Cognitive Development in HRI**

A further topic of focus in cognitive HRI has been the study of social and cognitive development through studies of typically developing and autistic children’s interactions with robots. Multiple studies in educational contexts have focused on understanding how children ascribe social agency to robots [71.12, 13]. Kozima et al. [71.50] found that children of different ages display varying modes of interaction with the robot, which suggest different levels of comprehension of its ontological status – 0-year-old interacted with Keepon as a moving thing, 1–2-year-old interacted with the robot as an autonomous system, and children over 2 years of age treated the robot as a social agent. Deák et al. [71.84] studied the mechanism of joint attention in HRI to explore the importance of contingency and find out which perceptual features infants use to achieve shared attention by modeling these in a robot. Researchers also use robots to study social deficit disorders, particularly autism. Converging results on research using robots to study social deficit disorders show that autistic children respond to robots in a social manner that they do not display with people [71.85–87], inspiring researchers to perform studies with children in the context of HRI. One aim of such research is to try to understand which aspects of a robot’s behavior enable autistic children to participate in social interaction, which may clarify some of the reasons for their difficulties when interacting with humans. HRI researchers have also applied robots to various therapeutic scenarios with autistic children in an effort to provide parents and therapists with a tool to improve communication and understand the children better [71.88, 89]. Studies by Kozima et al. [71.90] in which the robot Keepon interacts with children with autism suggest that such minimally designed robots can be used to motivate autistic children to share their mental states with others, such as therapists or parents. This work poses a promising possibility for learning more about social deficits and development disorders such as autism, as well as providing tools for diagnosis and therapy using robotic technologies.

**71.2 Robot Models of Interaction**

Simon [71.91] suggests that the study of human behavior can be approached through synthesis as well as analysis and designs computer simulations as a technique for understanding and predicting the behavior of natural, social, and cognitive systems. In the spirit of Simon’s synthetic approach to the study of human cognition, robotics researchers have been engineering robots as tools for developing and testing a variety of cog-
nitive, behavioral, and developmental models [71.47, 92, 93]. This approach assumes that cognitive models are validated when the implementation of a particular model on a robot produces behavior similar to that produced by humans in the same situation; if this does not occur, it is a sign that there may be something wrong with the model or the way it was implemented in the robot [71.46]. Cognitive HRI research involves the development of robotic platforms based on findings from cognitive science and using such platforms to extend knowledge about human cognitive processes.

### 71.2.1 Developmental Models

Robots are particularly appropriate for exploring theories of embodied and social cognition, which emphasize the centrality of the agent’s interactions with its environment and other agents in that environment to cognitive functioning. In the process of synthesizing a robotic system, the researcher is drawn to focus on the dependency of cognition on noncognitive processes, including the social and physical environment in which cognition takes place. Robots such as Cog and Kismet [71.31] have been used to simulate and validate different theories of cognition, perception, and behavior. Cog was used to implement and test cognitive models relating to reaching behavior, rhythmic motor skills, visual search and attention, and social skill acquisition (e.g., joint attention and theory of mind). In the process they were able to validate, extend, and show the limitations of cognitive, behavioral, and developmental theories. In later projects, researchers have developed models inspired by human cognition and behavior such as social referencing [71.94], perception and action loops [71.95], anticipatory actions in collaborative teamwork [71.96], and others.

Robotics researchers apply the idea that the development of intelligence is embedded in social and cultural environment to the construction of robotic artifacts. For example, Breazeal [71.31] applied theories relating to infant social development, psychology, ethology, and evolution to design the robot Kismet, which used infant-like social cues to engage a human participant in interactions that would scaffold the robot’s learning, as in the case of infant–parent interactions. Researchers have also developed a variety of robotic systems that exhibit cognitive traits such as imitation [71.97, 98], joint attention [71.99–101], and rhythmic synchrony [71.50, 102]. The Infanoid project [71.33] also used a synthetic approach in which development was understood through studying how the robot learns. Situated and embodied models have been applied to robot learning, particularly through imitation. For example, Bakker and Kuniyoshi [71.103] propose imitation as an interaction and learning paradigm in contrast to robot programming or robot learning. Further, they argue that robot programming is too hard and tedious to specify complex behaviors in sufficient detail and specify how they might be adapted to novel situations.

### 71.2.2 Robot Spatial Cognition

Systems dedicated to modeling spatial language and interaction, including the theories by Jackendoff [71.104], Landau and Jackendoff [71.105], and Talmy [71.106], have been produced for many years. Several previous works have been computational instantiations of the ideas presented in these theories, in particular the implementation and testing of spatial semantics models. Regier [71.107] built a system that assigns labels, such as through to a movie showing a figure moving relative to a landmark object, Kelleher and Costello [71.108] and Regier and Carlson [71.109] built models for the meanings of static spatial prepositions, such as in front of and above.

Many authors have proposed formalisms for enabling systems to reason about the semantics of natural language use in the context of giving directions. For example, Bugmann et al. [71.110] identified a set of 15 primitive procedures associated with clauses in a corpus of spoken natural language directions. Levit and Roy [71.111] designed navigational informational units that break down instructions into components. MacMahon et al. [71.112] represented a clause in a set of directions as a compound action consisting of a simple action (move, turn, verify, and declare-goal), plus a set of pre- and post-conditions. Many of these previous representations are expressive but difficult to automatically extract from text. Some authors avoid this problem by using human annotations [71.111, 112] or by specifying the robot’s behavior in a controlled language [71.113]. Matuszek et al. [71.114] created a system that follows directions using a machine translation approach. Similarly, Vogel and Jurafsky [71.115] used reinforcement learning to automatically learn a model for understanding route instructions.

### 71.2.3 Symbol Grounding

Mapping language from the human partner to aspects of the external world – locations, objects, or actions the robot should take – described by the language was referred to as an instance of the symbol grounding problem [71.116]. There are three different ways people have approached the symbol grounding problem, which is more general than spatial cognition, in robotics. Starting with Winograd [71.117], many have created symbol
systems that map between some language and the external world by manually connecting each term onto a pre-specified action space and set of environmental features [71.110, 112, 113, 118–121]. This class of systems takes advantage of the structure of linguistic interaction, but the systems usually do not involve learning, have little perceptual feedback, and have a fixed action space. A second approach involves learning the meaning of words in the sensorimotor space (e.g., joint angles and images) of the robot [71.122–124]. By treating human interaction terms as sensory input, these systems must learn directly from complex features extracted by perceptual systems, resulting in a limited set of commands that can be robustly understood. A third approach is to use learning to convert from an interaction onto aspects of the environment. These approaches may only use linguistic features [71.125, 126], spatial features [71.107] or linguistic, spatial, and semantic features [71.114, 115, 127–129]. These approaches learn the meaning of spatial prepositions (e.g., above [71.107]), verbs of manipulation (e.g., push and shove [71.130]), and verbs of motion (e.g., follow and meet [71.131]) and landmarks (e.g., the doors [71.129]).

Recent progress in probabilistic relational models, such as the generalized grounding graph (G3), has addressed these issues by exploiting the structure of spatial discourse, breaking down a natural language command into component clauses and connecting each word to a physical interpretation [71.131, 132]. The grounding graph takes full advantage of the hierarchical and compositional structure of natural language commands and is able to ground landmarks, such as the computers, by exploiting object co-occurrence statistics between unknown noun phrases and known perceptual features, spatial relations, such as past in the path of an agent relative to an object, and motion verbs, such as follow, meet, avoid, and go in the path of a single agent or multiple agents. Once trained, the G3 model can ground spatial discourse in a semantic map of the environment; the map can be given a priori or created on the fly as the robot explores the environment. The G3 model can ground spatial discourse in a semantic map of the environment; the map can be given a priori or created on the fly as the robot explores the environment. The G3 model is dynamically instantiated as a hierarchical probabilistic graphical model that connects each element in a natural language command to an object, place, path, or event in the environment. Its structure is created according to the compositional and hierarchical structure of the command, learning the mapping from language onto a continuous robot plan. The G3 model is trained on a corpus of natural language commands paired with groundings, and learns meanings for words and phrases in the corpus, including complex verbs, such as put and take.

### 71.3 Models of Human–Robot Interaction

Robotic technologies that interact with people – whether they afford closed-loop teleoperation or collaborate autonomously as peers – need to interpret, make decisions about, and respond to their environment, particularly the physical world, the task that they are expected to support, and the actions, goals, and intentions of the other agents – including people. To achieve these goals, robots need models that accurately represent the physical and cognitive characteristics of their environment. These models might outline such characteristics as narrowly as control–action relationships in the context of teleoperation or as comprehensively as human–robot joint activity in the context of peer-to-peer collaboration. Cognitive HRI considers the robotic system to be a part of a distributed cognitive system and therefore seeks primarily to develop cognitively inspired models [71.2]. These models might draw on knowledge about human cognition to improve the usability of robotic system, mimic human decision making or behavior mechanisms, or represent the complete human–robot cognitive system, offering cognitive representations for different paradigms of HRI (Fig. 71.11).

#### 71.3.1 Dialog-Based Models

Research on human robot interaction across different interaction paradigms from teleoperation [71.133, 134]
to peer-to-peer interaction [71.135] has highlighted the need for establishing common ground [71.136] for effective HRI. In the context of teleoperation, Burke et al. [71.133] found that a lack of appropriate shared representations among human team members and the robot resulted in discrepancies in understanding among team members and breakdowns in perceiving and interpreting data provided by the robot. Stubbs et al. [71.134] observed such lack of common ground between operators and the robot across varying levels of autonomy. In the context of peer-to-peer interaction, Kiesler [71.135] argues that participants in an encounter seek to minimize their collective effort to reach mutual understanding and that the effort needed to establish this understanding between a robot and its users might determine the outcomes and success of HRI. These examples have motivated a large body of research in developing dialog-based models for establishing common ground in human–robot joint activity.

An example of the application of a dialog-based model to a task domain that traditionally involved supervisory control is Fong’s et al. [71.136] collaborative control system. In this system, the human and the robot collaborated as partners to perform tasks such as navigation, collaborative exploration, and multirobot teleoperation and achieve shared goals within these tasks. The interaction between the robot and its human counterpart involved engaging in dialog to share information and control at key points in the task. For instance, when the robot encountered an obstacle, it asked the user, Can I drive through <image>? along with an image of the obstacle. In asking these questions, the robot drew on specific attributes of the user, such as response accuracy, expertise, availability, efficiency, and preferences to determine whether or not it should direct specific questions to its user.

A number of proposed models and systems take the dialog-based interaction paradigm further to involve the robot and its human counterpart jointly addressing the domain task and dialog itself as joint action [71.137, 138]. In this peer-to-peer setup, either party selects goals to address and strategies to be used to address them and either party performs any part of the task. The model proposed by Foster et al. [71.137] includes a semantic interpretation module and a central decision-making module which draw on resources, such as a history of the ongoing discourse between the robot and its user, a world model, a domain planner, and a representation of the plan that is currently being executed, in order to generate action and communication behaviors.

The model proposed by Li et al. [71.138] draws on joint intention theory [71.139], considering the joint activity to involve a common persistent goal of achieving conversational grounding, and explicitly uses elements of grounding in representing conversational contributions. These contributions involve a presentation and an acceptance phase. For example, when an agent asks a question and the other agent answers, the question becomes the presentation and the answer becomes the acceptance, forming a grounded exchange. The model considers exchanges that involve a presentation without an acceptance to be ungrounded. Discourse contributions take place at two layers: intention and conversation. At the intention layer, the system plans communication intentions based on analyses of previous discourse and the robot’s control system. These intentions can be self- or other-motivated for each agent. The conversation layer involves the articulation of communication intentions through verbal and nonverbal behaviors. The two layers form an interaction unit (IU) in the model. The model determines whether an IU is presentation or acceptance and whether it is grounded or ungrounded by assessing whether it satisfies joint intentions of the agents. Figure 71.12 illustrates how an other-motivated exchange is assessed by the model to determine whether the exchange is a presentation or an acceptance.

Models of Situated Human–Robot Dialog

The models and systems described above consider task-based and communicative exchanges in HRI as a dialog and extend models of spoken dialog to accommodate requirements that are specific to HRI, such as task-management, mixed-initiative dialog management, and physically situated referencing. Research in cognitive HRI has also explored the development of dialog systems that explicitly integrate these mechanisms into dialog modeling and the development of specific models and mechanisms for these requirements.

An example of dialog systems that are specifically developed for situated human–robot dialog is the pattern-based mixed-initiative (PaMini) HRI framework [71.140]. This framework extends spoken dialog systems with two key components: a task-state protocol and interaction patterns. The task-state protocol component explicitly defines tasks that either the robot’s perceptual or control subsystems can perform. A task is defined as an execution state and preconditions for execution. The task-state protocol specifies task states and transitions among them to support coordination. The interaction patterns component provides high-level representations of recurring dialog structures such as a clarification. A comparison of most commonly used spoken dialog systems and the PaMini framework in the context of a human–robot situated learning scenario is provided by Peltason and Wrede [71.141].

Another example is the Robot Behavior Toolkit developed by Huang and Mutlu [71.3], which supports...
situated human–robot dialog by integrating nonverbal cues for task-based referential communication and conversation into the robot’s speech. This system uses a repository of specifications of situated communication cues based on models of human interactions and an activity model (described in more detail below) that specifies the joint human–robot activity including the agents, task context, shared task goals, and expected task outcomes to integrate the situated communication cues that are expected to support these outcomes into the robot’s speech. Figure 71.13 displays an example behavior generated by the Toolkit in a collaborative manipulation task. An evaluation of their system showed that interactions in which the robot displayed these situated communication cues as directed by the system more effectively supported desired task outcomes compared with baseline interactions (VIDEO 128).

Research in cognitive HRI has also explored the development of models for specific communication and coordination mechanisms in situated interaction, such as perspective-taking, spatial referencing, reference resolution, and joint attention (VIDEO 129).

Perspective-Taking. A core process in situated interaction toward establishing common ground is perspective-taking [71.142]. Research in social cognition has shown that the ability to take another’s perspective and share common ground significantly improves collaborative performance in human teams [71.143]. Research in HRI has also explored how robots might employ this core mechanism to establish common ground with their users in situated interactions and has proposed several models that supported perspective-taking.

Trafton et al. [71.144] studied interactions among astronauts in a naturalistic collaborative assembly task and found that a quarter of the utterances in the data involved taking the perspective of another and that participants frequently switched among egocentric, exocentric, addressee-centered, and object-centered perspectives. Based on their results, they developed a cog-
nitive model of perspective taking that allowed the robot to maintain multiple perspectives – or alternative worlds – at once and explore propositions about these worlds, such as the perspective of an interaction partner. This exploration allowed the robot to make inferences about the perspective of its partner by simulating this alternative world and act on the world from this perspective. The following sequences of actions illustrate the simulations that the robot might carry out based on the command go to the cone (adapted from Trafton et al. [71.2]). Underlined text describes components of the system implementation:

**Simulate current real world (i.e., perceive it)**
Perception specialist notices the existence and location of person, cone1, cone2, and obstacle
Language specialist hears Coyote, go to the cone and infers that there is an object, C, that is a cone and that the person wants it to go to
Identity hypothesis specialist infers that C can be identical to cone1 or cone2
\[ C = \text{cone}_1, C = \text{cone}_2 \]
Identity constraint specialist notices a contradiction
This contradiction triggers the counterfactual simulation strategy

**Simulate the world where \( C = \text{cone}_1 \)**
Because in this world person has referred to cone1, the perspective-simulation strategy is triggered

**Simulate the world where \( C = \text{cone}_2 \)**
Because in this world person has referred to cone2, the perspective-simulation strategy is triggered

**Simulate the world where \( C = \text{cone}_1 \) and Robot = Person**
Because cone1 is visible in this world, there is no contradiction in this world
Infer that \( C = \text{cone}_2 \) (i.e., the cone refers to cone2)

Following a counterfactual simulation strategy provides the robot with the ability to make inferences about situated actions across alternative scenarios with alternative physical (e.g., whether or not an object is present) and cognitive (e.g., whether or not the object is visible to the human counterpart) characteristics and determine appropriate next actions, such as carrying out a request or seeking clarification from its human counterpart.

Figure 71.14 illustrates four alternative scenarios with different physical and cognitive properties explored by Trafton et al. [71.144]. In each scenario, the robot assesses these properties to determine its next actions, as illustrated below.

**Algorithm 71.1**

```
function: Scenario(nCones = 1 \Rightarrow \text{cone}_a)
if \text{cone}_a = \text{visible}_\text{robot} \land \text{cone}_a = \text{visible}_\text{human} then
  Go to \text{cone}_a
end
```

```
function: Scenario(nCones = 2 \Rightarrow \text{cone}_a, \text{cone}_b)
if \text{cone}_a, \text{cone}_b = \text{visible}_\text{robot} \land \text{cone}_a = \text{visible}_\text{human} then
  Go to \text{cone}_a
end
```

```
function: (Scenario(nCones = 1 \Rightarrow \text{cone}_a))
if \text{cone}_a, \text{cone}_b \neq \text{visible}_\text{robot} \land \text{cone}_a = \text{visible}_\text{human} then
  Check hidden location
end
```

```
function: Scenario(nCones = 2 \Rightarrow \text{cone}_a, \text{cone}_b)
if \text{cone}_a, \text{cone}_b = \text{visible}_\text{robot} \land \text{cone}_a, \text{cone}_b = \text{visible}_\text{human} then
  Request clarification
end
```

Berlin et al. [71.145] developed a similar model that enabled the robot to understand its environment from the perspective of an interaction partner by maintaining...
separate and potentially different sets of beliefs in its belief system for itself and for its interaction partner. To construct a model of the beliefs of its interaction partner, the robot employed the same mechanisms it used to model its own beliefs but transformed the data it perceived from the world to match the reference frame of its interaction partner. These two sets of beliefs were maintained separately so that the robot can compare differences between its beliefs and its interaction partner’s beliefs and plan actions in order to establish common ground or identify discrepancies in its learning in the context of task learning. Figure 71.15 illustrates parallel beliefs maintained by the robot in a button-pressing task.

Spatial Referencing. Moratz et al. [71.146] proposed a cognitive model of spatial reference that represented different kinds of spatial reference systems and allowed the robot to interpret instructions from an interaction partner. This model mapped the locations of all objects as projections on a plan view, considering the robot’s point of view as origin and the location of the object that will be used as relatum to determine the reference axis. This axis enabled the robot to interpret directions such as left of, right of, in front of, and to the back in relation to the relatum, providing the robot the ability to interpret natural language references to objects in the environment.

Reference Resolution. Ros et al. [71.147] extended these approaches to develop a model that enabled the robot to clarify references made by its interaction partner. This model employed several mechanisms including visual perspective taking, spatial perspective taking, symbolic location descriptors, and feature descriptors to determine whether it needed any clarification on its interaction partner’s references. The visual perspective taking mechanism allowed the robot to determine whether or not objects in the environment were in its interaction partner’s focus of attention (FOA), in its partner’s field of view (FOV), or out of its partner’s field of view (OOF). The spatial perspective taking mechanism maintained egocentric and addressee-centered perspectives to determine ambiguities in object references. The system also included symbolic location descriptions such as is in, is on, and is next to to determine spatial relationships between objects and the environment. Finally, the robot used feature descriptors such as color and shape to identify ambiguities in the references of its interaction partner. Once the robot determined the need clarification in its partner’s references, it used an ontology-based clarification algorithm to ask questions to its partner about the object of reference.

Joint Attention. Another key mechanism in situated interaction is joint attention – the ability to use nonverbal cues, such as gaze and pointing, to establish common ground on what referents in the environment are under consideration in the dialogue [71.149]. Scassellati [71.99] proposed a task-based decomposition of joint attention skills, including mutual gaze, gaze following, imperative pointing, and declarative pointing, and implemented these skills in a robot as stages for establishing joint attention with a human counterpart. The mutual gaze skill provided the robot with the ability to recognize and maintain eye contact with its interaction partner. At the gaze following stage, the robot followed the eyes of its partner to direct its attention to the object of its partner’s attention. Imperative pointing involved pointing at an object that is out of reach in order to request the object. Finally, the declarative pointing stage involved extending an arm and index finger to draw attention to an object that is out of reach without necessarily requesting the object.

Connection Events. Rich et al. [71.150] argued that mechanisms such as joint attention serve as connection events in situated dialog and establish and maintain engagement among interaction partners. From data on human interactions, they identified a set of key connec-

**Fig. 71.15** In the system proposed by Berlin et al. [71.145], the robot maintains a parallel beliefs for itself and for its human counterpart for the task and updates its beliefs based on sensory input and those of the user based on the user’s awareness (after [71.145])
tion events, including mutual gaze, directed gaze, adjacency pairs, and backchannels, and developed a system that recognized these events in human counterparts and generated them for a robot (see Rich et al. [71.150] for details on the recognizer and Holroyd et al. [71.148] for details on generation). The recognizer module included dedicated recognizers for each type of connection event and an estimator for engagement levels for the robot’s human counterpart, while the generation module included four policy components and a behavior mark-up language (BML) realizer for generating robot behaviors toward establishing and maintaining engagement. The components of this engagement generator are illustrated in Fig. 71.16.

**71.3.2 Simulation-Theoretic Models**

Research in cognitive HRI has also been inspired by neurocognitive mechanisms in developing models of human–robot joint activity, building particularly on simulation theory, which suggests that people (and primates) represent other people’s mental states by adopting their perspective, specifically by tracking or matching their states with resonant states of their own [71.151]. This simulation-theoretic approach led to several models of robot behavior and human–robot joint action that involve the robot imitating or simulating the behaviors of its interaction partner in order to learn from or make inferences about its partner’s goals.

As an example of this approach, Bicho et al. [71.152] proposed a model for action preparation and decision-making in cooperative human–robot tasks that is inspired by the finding that action observation elicits an automatic activation of motor representations associated with the execution of the observed action. This motor-resonance mechanism allows people to internally simulate action consequences using their own motor repertoire and predict the consequences of action of others. In the proposed model, a perception–action linkage enables efficient coordination of actions and decisions between the agents in a human–robot joint action task. The model integrates a mapping between observed actions and complementary actions in memory, while taking into account the inferred goals of the actions of the interaction partner, contextual cues, and shared task knowledge.

Building on simulation theory, Gray et al. [71.153] proposed a similar system in which the robot parses user actions and matches the user’s movements to movements in its own repertoire toward making inferences about the user’s goals and perform a task-level simulation (Fig. 71.17). This simulation allows the robot to determine the preconditions of the schemas that represent the task and track its human partner’s progress over the course of the task in order to anticipate its partner’s needs and offer relevant help accordingly. The simulation also provided the robot with the ability to make inferences on the beliefs of its partner and simulate its partner’s perspective in a fashion similar to the perspective-taking mechanisms proposed by Trafton et al. [71.144] and Berlin et al. [71.145] (Video 130).

Aspects of the simulation-theoretic approach explicitly taken in these examples can also be seen in other control architectures developed for HRI. Nicolescu and Mataric [71.154] proposed a control architecture that unifies perception and action to achieve action-based

---

**Fig. 71.16** The policy components, the BML realizer, and the generated connection events for the robot in the engagement generator module (after [71.148])

**Fig. 71.17** The mapping of perceived human actions onto the robot’s body in order to make comparisons and task-level inferences (after [71.153])
interaction. In this architecture, behaviors are built from perceptual and active components. Perceptual components allow the robot to link its observations and actions and thus to learn to perform a task from the experiences it gains from its interactions with people. Active components enable task-based behaviors that also serve as implicit communication rather than explicit behaviors such as speech and gestures. Behavior representation in the architecture captures two types of behaviors: abstract and primitive. Abstract behaviors are explicit specifications of the behaviors’ activation conditions (preconditions), goals in the form of abstracted environmental states, and effects (postconditions), while primitive behaviors are those that the robot performs to achieve these effects. By linking perceptions and actions, the robot learns what actions of its own might achieve the same observed effects.

### 71.3.3 Intention- and Activity-Based Models

The models and systems described above are concerned primarily with establishing and maintaining common ground and coordinating actions in task-based interactions using dialog- and simulation-theoretic approaches with limited consideration of the broader context of these interactions as complex activities involving multiple agents with common goals and commitments to these goals. A number of models and systems sought to address this limitation, building on models and theories of human joint activity such as joint intention theory [71.139] and activity theory [71.7].

Building on joint intention theory, Breazeal et al. [71.155] proposed a model of human–robot collaboration that involved dynamically meshing subplans into joint activity toward achieving common goals of the human–robot team. In this model, task and goal representations have a goal-centric view, employing an action-tuple data structure that captures preconditions, executables, until-conditions, and goals. Tasks are represented in a hierarchical structure of actions and recursively defined subtasks. Goals are also represented hierarchically as overall intent rather than a chain of low-level goals. The implemented joint intention model dynamically assigns tasks to members of the human–robot team. These intentions are derived based on the robot’s actions and abilities, the actions of the human partner, the robot’s understanding of the common goal of the team, and its assessment of the current task state. At every stage of the interaction, the robot negotiates who should complete the task. Action at these points might look like turn-taking or simultaneous action (the robot and the human working on different parts of the task).

Alami et al. [71.156, 157] similarly built on joint intention theory to propose a human–robot decision framework in which team members are committed to a joint persistent goal and follow cooperation schemes to contribute toward achieving this goal. The framework involves a goal planner called the agenda for the robot and human collaborators to pursue, a proxy representation of the human in the robot called Interaction Agents (IAA), task delegates that monitor and control the task commitment of the human or the robot for each active, inactive, or suspended goal, and a robot supervision kernel that monitors and controls robot activities. For each new active goal, the Robot Supervision Kernel creates a Task Delegate, selects or elaborates a plan, and allocates the roles of each team member.

Fong et al. [71.1] proposed a similar system called the HRI operating system (HRU/OS) to support human–robot teamwork. The system involves a task manager, resource manager, interaction manager, spatial reasoning agent, context manager, human and robot agents, and an open agent architecture (OAA) facilitator. The task manager decomposes the overall goal of the system into high-level tasks and assigns to humans or robots for execution. The manager relies on the agents to complete the low-level steps of the tasks. It communicates with the Resource Manager to find an agent capable of performing the work. Resource manager processes all agent requests, prioritizing the list of agents to be consulted when a task needs to be performed. Interaction manager coordinates dialog-based communication between agents. Context manager keeps track of everything that occurs while the system is running including task status and execution, agent activities, agent dialogue, etc. Spatial reasoning agent (SRA) is used to resolve spatial ambiguities in human–robot dialog through mechanisms such as perspective taking and frames of reference, resolving ambiguities among ego-, addressee-, object-, and exo-centric references. To do this, SRA transforms the spatial dialog into a geometric reference and perform a mental simulation of the interaction to explore how ambiguities might be resolved through multiple references. Finally, the OS includes a software representation of the human – a human proxy agent that represents user capabilities and accepts task assignments in the way that robot agents do. These proxies represent task capabilities, including domains of expertise, and provide health monitoring feedback.

Huang and Mutlu [71.3] built on an alternative model of human activity – activity theory [71.7] – to develop a model of human–robot joint activity. Their model builds on five key constructs from activity theory including consciousness, object-orientedness, hierarchical structure, internationalization and external-
Decision-theoretic models in two common approaches to building such models: the task space. The paragraphs below review research to achieve task goals and learn the parameters of robots estimate the actions that they have to take in or-cognitive environment. Research in cognitive models for planning their actions in a dynamic physical successfully contribute to these tasks, robots also need to the orientation of an action. Figure 71.18 shows the XML (extensible markup language) representation of the activity-theory-based model for a collaborative manipulation task.

### 71.3.4 Models for Action Planning

The models described above primarily enable communication and coordination between humans and robots toward planning and carrying out joint tasks. In order to successfully contribute to these tasks, robots need models for planning their actions in a dynamic physical and cognitive environment. Research in cognitive HRI seeks to develop models for action planning that help robots estimate the actions that they have to take in order to achieve task goals and learn the parameters of the tasks space. The paragraphs below review research in two common approaches to building such models: decision-theoretic models and model learning.

#### Decision-Theoretic Models

One of the simplest approaches to control and decision-making in HRI is to define the interaction as a decision-theoretic planning problem, such as a Markov decision process (MDP). Formally, an MDP consists of the n-tuple \( \{S, A, T, R, \gamma\} \). The set \( S \) is a set of states, which in the HRI setting typically correspond to the combination of state variables, such as the robot state and the desired outcome of the interaction. For example, if the interaction model allows a human partner to instruct the robot to move to different locations in the environment, one state variable may correspond to different current locations of the robot and another state variable may correspond to the goal states intended by the human partner. The full state space \( S \) is given by the combination of possible values for the different state variables.

The action set \( A \) represents actions that the robot may take. The actions may include asking a question, performing some physical movement, or even doing nothing. Each action has a cost \( R \) depending on the current state, which rewards the robot for performing useful actions, and penalizes the robot for taking actions that either make no immediate progress toward the specified goal (typically a small penalty) or completely unhelpful (a large penalty).

Lastly, the transition function \( T \) provides a notion of the dynamics of the environment in terms of how the state changes as robot takes actions, and especially how a human partner’s state variables may change as the robot takes actions. The transition function \( T(s'|s,a) \) places a probability distribution over the states to which the user in state \( s \) may transit if the robot takes action \( a \). The MDP formulation is very appealing, because there exist efficient techniques for solving for interaction policies. Once the policy is computed, the interaction can be managed simply by querying the policy for the
appropriate action in response to the current state of the robot and the human partner. 

A limitation of the MDP approach is that some of the state variables may not be directly observable, in particular the state variables corresponding to human intentional states, such as intended goal locations of the robot. The values of the state variables must be inferred from observations, such as speech acts performed by the human partner, which are inherently noisy. For example, the system may hear the words coffee machine when the user asks the robot to go to copy machine. While speech recognition errors may be mitigated to some extent by asking the user to use only acoustically distinct keywords when speaking to the system, a system that does not model the likelihood of recognition errors and act accordingly will be brittle; a robust system must be able to infer user intent under uncertainty.

The observations are rarely sufficient to uniquely determine the current state, but more commonly are used to compute a belief, or probability distribution over dialog states. If the agent takes some action $a$ and hears observation $o$ from an initial belief $b$, it can easily update its belief using Bayes rule

$$b^{a,o}(s) = \frac{\Omega(o'|s,a) \sum_{s' \in S} T(s'|s,a)b(s)}{\sum_{\sigma \in S} \Omega(o|\sigma,a) \sum_{s \in S} T(\sigma|s,a)b(s)} .$$

This probability distribution will evolve as the dialog manager asks clarification questions and receives responses. In Fig. 71.19, we show a cartoon of a simple dialog model. Initially, we model the user as being in a start state. Then, at some point in time, the user speaks to the robot to indicate that he or she wants it to perform a task. We denote this step by the set of vertical stack of nodes in the center of the model. Each node represents a different task. The dialog manager must now interact with the user to determine what is wanted. Once the task is successfully completed, the user transitions to the right-most end node, in which he or she again does not desire anything from the robot. We note that it can be easily augmented to handle more complex scenarios. For example, by including the time of day as part of the state, we can model the fact that the user may usually wish to go to certain locations in the morning and other locations in the afternoon.

Intuitively, we can see how the belief can be used to select an appropriate action. For example, if the dialog manager believes that the user may wish to go to either the coffee machine or the copy machine (but not the printer), then it may ask the user for clarification before commanding the wheelchair to one of the locations. More formally, we call the mapping from beliefs to actions a policy. We represent this mapping using the concept of a value function $V(b)$. The value of a belief is defined to be the expected long-term reward the dialog manager will receive if it starts a user interaction in belief $b$. The optimal value function is piecewise-linear and convex, so we represent $V$ with the vectors $V_i$; $V(b) = \max_i V_i \cdot b$. The optimal value function satisfies the Bellman equation [158]

$$V(b) = \max_{a \in A} Q(b,a) ,$$

$$Q(b,a) = R(b,a) + \gamma \sum_{o \in O} \Omega(o|b,a)V(b^o) .$$

where $Q(b,a)$ represents the expected reward for starting in belief $b$, performing action $a$, and then acting optimally. The belief $b^o$ is $b$ after a Bayesian update of $b$ using (71.1), and $\Omega(o|b,a)$, the probability of seeing $o$ after performing $a$ in belief $b$.

There are also non-Bayesian approaches for acting in uncertain environments. Many interaction systems provide the dialog manager with a set of rules to follow given particular outputs from a speech recognition system. The drawback to rule-based systems is that they often have difficulty managing the many uncertainties that stem from noisy speech recognition or linguistic ambiguities. The ability to manage the trade-off between gathering additional information and servicing a user’s request have made partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) planners particularly useful in dialog management; applications include a Nursebot robot, designed to interact with the elderly in nursing homes [159], a vision-based system that aids Alzheimer’s patients with basic tasks such as hand-washing [160], an automated tele-

![Fig. 71.19 A toy example of a dialog POMDP. The nodes in the graph are different states of the dialog (i.e., user requests). Solid lines indicate likely transitions; we assume that the user is unlikely to change their request before their original request is fulfilled. The system automatically resets once we reach the end state.](image-url)
phone operator [71.161], and a tourist information kiosk [71.162].

Beyond the initial formulations of cognitive HRI as a decision-theoretic problem, there have been a number of algorithmic improvements that increase the domains of applicability of this approach. For example, the conventional MDP and POMDP algorithms have typically assumed that each observation and action takes approximately the same amount of time, which can lead to an implicit bias toward longer actions. Representing time explicitly leads to computational intractability, but Broz et al. [71.163] demonstrated that the similar states that vary only by the time-index can be aggregated, leading to reduced-order models that can be solved very efficiently. Similarly, Doshi and Roy [71.164] showed that symmetries in human intentional states could be exploited to dramatically reduce the size of the planning problem, also leading to very efficient solutions. Most recently, again in the non-Bayesian line, Wilcox et al. have shown that the temporal dynamics of task-based HRI can be formulated as a scheduling problem [71.165].

Model Learning

The behavior of the dialog manager derived from solving (71.2) depends critically on accurate choices of the transition probabilities, observation probabilities, and the reward. For example, the observation parameters affect how the system associates particular keywords with particular requests. Similarly, the reward function affects how aggressive the dialog manager will be in assuming that it understands a user’s request, given limited and noisy information. An incorrect specification of the dialog model may lead to behavior that is either overly optimistic or conservative, depending on how accurately the model captures the user’s expectations on the interaction.

A common approach in other domains is to collect data using a fixed policy, typically referred to as system identification. In HRI, this is easiest to perform using so-called Wizard of Oz studies where a human experimenter executes the policy unseen to generate data or evaluate a policy. Prommer et al. [71.166] showed that Wizard-of-Oz studies could be used effectively not only to learn model parameters for an MDP dialog model, but also to learn an effective policy.

At the same time, learning all the parameters required to specify a rich dialog model can require a prohibitively large amount of data. While the model parameters may be difficult to specify exactly, either by hand or from data, we can often provide the dialog manager with an initial estimate of the model parameters that will generate a reasonable policy that can be executed while the model is improved. For example, even though we may not be able to attach an exact numerical value to driving a wheelchair user to the wrong location, we can at least specify that this behavior is undesirable. Similarly, we can specify that the exact numerical value is initially uncertain. As data about model parameters accumulate, the parameter estimates should converge to the correct underlying model with a corresponding reduction in uncertainty.

Figure 71.20a depicts the conventional model, where the arrows in the graph show which parts of the model affect each other from time \( t \) to \( t + 1 \). Although the variables below the hidden line in Fig. 71.20a are not directly observed by the dialog manager, the parameters defining the model (i.e., the parameters in the function giving the next state) are fixed and known.

---

**Fig. 71.20** (a) The standard POMDP model. (b) The extended POMDP model. In both cases, the arrows show which parts of the model are affected by each other from time \( t \) to \( t + 1 \). Not drawn are the dependencies from time \( t + 1 \) onward, such as the user state and user model’s effect on the recognized keyword at time \( t + 1 \).
a priori. For instance, the reward at time \( t \) is a function of the state at the previous time and the action chosen by the dialog manager.

If the model parameters are not known a priori because the model is uncertain – for example, how much reward is received by the agent given the previous state and the action selected – then the concept of the belief can be extended to also include the agent’s uncertainty over possible models. In this new representation, which we call the model-uncertainty POMDP, both the user’s request and the model parameters are hidden. Figure 71.20b shows this extended model, in which the reward at time \( t \) is still a function of the state at the previous time and the action chosen by the dialog manager, but the parameters are not known a priori and are therefore hidden model variables that must be estimated along with the user state. The system designer can encode their knowledge of the system in the dialog manager’s initial belief over what dialog models it believes are likely – a Bayesian prior over models – and let the agent improve upon this belief with experience.

Poupart et al. treated the unknown MDP parameters as hidden state in a larger POMDP and derived an analytic solution (based on [71.167]) for a policy that will trade optimally between learning the MDP and maximizing reward. Unfortunately, these techniques did not extend tractably to the model-uncertainty POMDP, which is continuous in both the POMDP parameters (like the MDP) and the belief state (unlike the MDP). Doshi and Roy [71.168, 169] provided an approximate, Bayes risk action selection criterion that allows the dialog manager to function in this complex space of dialog models. This approach was applied to the intelligent wheelchair assistant shown in Fig. 71.21. Their goal was to design an adaptable HRI system, or dialog manager, that allows both the user of the wheelchair and a caregiver to give natural instructions to the wheelchair, as well as ask the wheelchair computer for general information that may be relevant to the user’s daily life.

In contrast to the Bayesian approach, Cakmak and Thomaz [71.170] pursued an active learning approach and identified three types of queries that a robot could generate while learning a new task ([71.171]). While this result does not provide a comparison to an approach embedded in an ongoing dialogue, their results do provide guidelines for model designers.

### 71.3.5 Cognitive Models of Robot Control

A final line of research in cognitive HRI seeks to achieve greater task efficiency in human–robot teams, thus addressing common problems between operators and robots such as those identified by Burke et al. [71.133] and Stubbs et al. [71.134], by developing models and control interfaces that exploit mechanisms of human cognition such as working memory and mental models [71.171, 172]. This research includes formalisms such as neglect time, the amount of time that an operator can neglect a robot before the robot’s performance drops below a certain threshold [71.171], and fan out, a measure of how many robots an operator can effectively manage in a human–robot team [71.172]. Such formalisms inform the development of guidelines for designing effective control mechanisms such as the following principles proposed by Goodrich and Olsen [71.171]:

1. **Implicitly switch interfaces and autonomy modes.** Context determines the mode of use. For instance, the user starts using a joystick and the interaction modality automatically switches, rather than the user explicitly selecting a modality.
2. **Let the robot use natural human cues.** The robot uses the cues to provide feedback and present information that the human uses to provide the commands or present information to the robot.
3. **Manipulate the world instead of the robot.** Control interfaces integrate knowledge about the task and the world to minimize low-level control of the robot and maintaining of a mental model of the robot’s functioning.
4. **Manipulate the relationship between the robot and world.** Control interfaces provide real-world
representations for control to minimize low-level control.

5. Let people manipulate presented information. Interfaces present information in a way that represents the real world and allows users to provide input directly into the representation rather than translating information readings to a different modality or representation.

6. Externalize memory. Different types of information are integrated into a single representation to reduce the working memory load for the user.

7. Help people manage attention. The robot provides appropriate indicators to capture the attention of the operator.

8. Learn. Control mechanisms adapt system activity to the user’s mental models.

### 71.4 Conclusion and Further Reading

This chapter presented an overview of research in cognitive human–robot interaction, the area of research concerned with modeling human, robot, or joint human–robot cognitive processes in the context of HRI. This research seeks to gain a better understanding of people’s interaction with robots and build robotic systems with the necessary cognitive mechanisms to communicate and collaborate with their human counterparts. Three key themes fall within this research area. The first theme seeks to build a better understanding of human cognition in HRI; specifically, people’s mental models of robots as ontological entities, social cognition of robot behaviors, and the use of robots as experimental platforms to study cognitive development in humans. The second theme includes research that seeks to build models for simulating human cognition in robots, gaining cognitive capabilities through imitation and interaction with the physical environment, and mapping aspects of interaction, such as commands from or references by human counterparts to objects in the environment. The final theme seeks to build models that support human–robot joint activity, including dialog-, simulation-theoretic-, joint-intention-, activity- and action-planning-based models that enable robots to reason about the physical and cognitive properties of the environment and the actions of their human counterparts and to plan actions toward achieving communicative or collaborative goals. The common thread among these three themes of research is the consideration of humans and robots as part of a cognitive system in which cognitive processes – natural or designed – shape how humans and robots communicate and collaborate.

As an interdisciplinary area of research, cognitive human–robot interaction receives contributions from a diverse set of research fields including robotics, cognitive science, social psychology, communication studies, and science and technology studies. Further reading on the topic is also available in a diverse set of venues such as:

- *The Proceedings of the ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)*
- *International Conference on Epigenetic Robotics (EpiRob)*
- *The Proceedings of the AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence*
- *The Proceedings of the IEEE International Symposium on Robots and Human Interactive Communication (RO-MAN)*
- *Sun, [71.173]*
- *Journal of Human–Robot Interaction*

### Video References

- **VIDEO 236** Human–robot jazz improvisation available from [http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/71/videodetails/236](http://handbookofrobotics.org/view-chapter/71/videodetails/236)
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